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To ?till, whom it may concern... 

IO 

Be it known that I, JoHN W. BLODGETT, re 
siding at Chicago, in the county of Cook and 
State of Illinois, and a citizen of the United 
States, have invented new and useful Improve 
ments in Button-Hole. Attachments for Sew 
ing-Machines, of which the following is a full 
description, reference being had to the accom 
panying drawings, in which 

Figure 1 is a front side elevation, showing 
the devices constituting the button-hole at 
tachment attached to a Wheeler & Wilson No. 
7 sewing-machine; Fig. 2, a detail of the sup 
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porting bracket or arm and a portion of the 
bed-plate in side elevation, showing the oppo 
site side to that shown in Fig. 1, with the de 
vices forming the button-hole attachment in 
position; Fig. 3, a detail, being a top or plan 
view of the feed-ratchet, its operating-lever, 
check-pawl, and head for attaching the parts 
to the presser-foot bar; Fig. 4, a detail, being a 
front end elevation, showing the button-lole 
attachment in position on the machine; Fig.5, 
a detail, being a top or plan view of the head 
or clamp for attachment of the feed-lever, vi 

ver or cam; Fig. 6, a detail, being a side eleva 
tion, partly broken off, of the head or clamp 
shown in Fig.5: Figs. 7 and S, details, being a 
side elevation and a top or plan view, respect 
ively, of the stop for limiting the throw of the 
vibrating cam; Fig.9, a detail, being a side ele 
vation of the needle-clamp shank or support; 
Fig.10, a detail, being a top or plan view of the 
needle-clamp shank or support; Figs. 11 and 
12, details, being a side and front elevation, re 
spectively, of the needle-clamp with the needle 
therein. Fig.12" is a section taken on line aca, 
Fig.11; Fig.13, a detail, being a side elevation 
of the vibrating cam, with the body thereof 
partly in section; Fig.14, a detail, being a front 
elevation of the vibrating cam; Figs.15 and 16, 
details of the journal or pivot in which the vi 
brating cam is mounted; Fig.17, a detail, being 
a front side elevation, showing the operating 
devices for the feed; Fig. 18, a detail showing 
the head or support, the vibrating cam, and the 
spring for keeping the cam properly centered; 
Fig.19, a detail, being a top or planview of the 
cloth clamping and carrying device; Fig. 20, a 
detail, being atop or planview of the bed-plate 
of the cloth-clamp; Fig.21, a detail, being a top 

brating cam, and device for operating the le 

or plan view of the horizontal reciprocating 
plate of the cloth-clamp; Fig. 22, a detail en 
larged, being a top or plan view of the upper 
plate of the cloth-clamp with the feed-rack 
thereon: Fig.23, a vertical longitudinal section 
on line acac of Fig.22, showing the upper plate 
of the cloth-clamp, the clamp-lever, and the 
cloth-holding plate; Fig. 24, a vertical longi 
tudinal section on line y y of Fig. 22, showing 
the upper plate of the cloth-clamp, the lack 
head and rack, the adjusting-bar, and the guide 
plate for working different lengths of button 
holes; Fig.25, a vertical cross-section online & 2 
of Fig.22, showing the upper plate of the cloth 
clamp, the holding-plate, the lack-head for the 
rack, the adjusting-plate, and the clamping-le 
Wel. 

This invention relates to devices which are 
to be attached to a sewing-machine and oper 
ated therefrom for the purpose of working 
button-holes on the machine, and has for its 
object to construct an attachment for the pur 
pose designated, the parts composing which 
shall be simple in construction, positive and re 
liable in action, and easily operated, and have 
the operation of such nature that it will beau 
tomatic after the material has been placed in 
position, requiring no attention from the oper 
ator during the operation of working the but 
ton-hole, the devices which carry the cloth be 
ing also self-acting in giving the cloth the 
proper line of travel, and the devices for throw 
ing the needle to cast the thread being also self 
acting, and the two sets of devices coacting 
with each other to produce the required move 
ments for working the button-hole. This I 
accomplish by the mechanism illustrated in 
the accompanying drawings, and hereinafter 
described and claimed. 
In the drawings, A represents the main head 

or support of the attachment; A', the depend 
ing post or arm for attachment of the vibrat 
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ing cam; A", the post or arm for attachment of 95 
the return-spring for the feed-lever; A', the 
side arm or support for attachment of the vi 
brating cam-spring; A', the opening for the re 
ception of the head of the machine; B, the 
shank or tongue which receives and supports 
the needle-clamp; B, the head or collar by 
which the shank is attached to the needle-bar; 
CC, the sliding needle-clamp;C", the needle; 
D, the vibrating switch or cam; E, the stop 
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for the vibrating calm; F, the pin supporting 
the spring for the vibrating cam; F, the set 
nut for holding the pin F; G, the vibrating 
cam spring; H, the return-spring for the feed 
lever; III", the feed-lever; J J', the lever for 
the feed-pawl; J', the opening for the connec 
tion of the feed-lever with the pawl-lever; K, 
the feed-wheel; L, the arm carrying the check 
pawl; M, the secondary head for attaching the 
feed wheel and devices to the presser-footbal; 
N, the base-plate of the cloth clamping and 
carrying device; O, the transverse reciprocat 
ing plate of the cloth clamping and carrying 

screw for keeping the journal m in position 
and allowing it to revolve freely; n', the pin 
or lock for securing the head Mto the presser 
foot bar; n, the stationary guides on the plate 
N: n, the removable guides on the plate N; 
n", the studs or pins for the guides ; n, the 
clamping-nuts for holding the guides n' in 
place: o, the stationary guides on the plate O; 
0', the removable guides on the plate O; 0", 
the studs or pins for the guides 0; o', the 
clamping-nuts for the guides o'; p, the slot in 
the movable end rack for adjusting such rack; 
p', the set-screw for locking the end rack in device; P, the horizontal reciprocating plate of position when adjusted; 1, the set-screw for at 

the cloth clamping and carrying device; Q, the 
cloth-gripping plate; Q, the secondary plates 
of the cloth-gripping plate; RR", the clamping 
lever; R", the post or standard supporting the 
lever; SS", the arm or support for the rack; TT, 
the side racks; T, the movable bar carrying an 
end rack; T", the stationary plate carrying an 
end rack; U, the guide-plate; V, the needle 
bar:V', the arm for operating the needle-bar; 
V", the slip-collar for adjusting the needle-bar 
in relation to its operating arm or lever V'; W. 
the presser-foot bar; XX", the head of thema 
chine, carrying the presser-foot and needle-bar; 
YY", the bracket or arm supporting the head 
N X: Z, the bed-plate of the machine; (, the 
turned ends of the side pieces of the head or sup 
port A.; (t, the set-screw for securing the head 
A to the head X of the machine; (t", the groove 
at the upper end of the post A' for attach 
ment of the spring H; (r", the slot in the arm 
A for adjusting the pin F; b, the plate or 
flange on the end of the shank B; b, the open 
ing between b and the head or socket B" 
for the needle-clamp; c, the tongue or guide 
on the needle-clamp; c, the set-screw for at 
tachment of the head or socket; d, the acting 
portion of the vibrating cam; d, the anti-fric 
tion roller; l', the opening for the pin or 
journal of the cam; e, the end of the stop. 
against which the cam strikes; e, the slot for 
adjusting the position of the cam-stop; e", the 
opening for the passage of the feed-regulating 
screw; f, the slot for the pin F to receive the 
end of the spring G; f, the neck of the pin 
which enters the slot at; g, the bar or arm por 
tion of the spring G; ty, the coil of the spring 
G; h, the screw-threaded shank or body of the 
journal or pivot for the vibrating cam; h", the 

and presser-footbal's in slipping the support 

taching the plate Q to the plate P; f, the elon 
gated slot in the plate Q; q', the sellations or 
teeth in the secondary plates Q'; ), the stop 
face of the lever R. R., against which the plate 
Qbears when not in use; ), the end of the level 
RR", for forcing the plate Q down and holding 
it firmly; ", the pin or pivot of the lever R 
R"; s, the vertical slot in the head or arm S for 
the insertion of the guide-plate U; t, t, and t', 
the cogs or leaves on the rack TTT'; at at', 
the guide portions of the plate U. 
The head A may be made of steel or other 

suitable material which can be cast or othel'- 
wise formed into shape to have a body, With 
an opening, A', to receive the head of thema 
chine, the body being formed of a side piece 
and two end pieces, With turned-in ends (t, to 
leave an opening for the passage of the needle. 
onto the head in the form of construction shown. 
This head, when in position, is clamped and 
securely held by a set-screw, (t', by means of 
which the ends a are drawn firmly against the 
face of the sewing-machinehead. On the body 
A of this head, and extending upward, is lo 
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cated a post or standard, A", the upper end of 
which, as shown, is provided with a groove, 
a", in which is hooked the upper end of the 
coil-spring H. This post or standard A' may 
be cast or formed with the support A, or may 
bean independent piece, suitably secured there 
to. On the under face of the support A, and 
extending down therefrom is, located another 
post or standard, A', the lower end of which 
is provided with a slot, as shown in Fig. 6. 
This post or standard. A may be formed with 
the head A, or may be an independent piece 
suitably secured thereto. Extending out from 

collar on the journal or pivot; h", the end of the body of the support A is an arm or exten 
the journal or pivot on which the cam is 
mounted; h", the washer for taking up the 
space in the form of construction shown be 
tween the face of the cann and the face of the 
support A; i, the end of the arm I of the feed 
lever which enters the slot in the pawl-lever; 
i", the pivot of the feed-lever; i', the feed-regul 
lating screw; j, the feed-pawl; j', the pin or 
pivot of the feed-pawl; j', the spring for the 
feed-pawl; k, the pinion which drives the rack; 
k', the guide or center pin for keeping the pin 
ion in mesh; l, the check-pawl; it the check 
paw pivot or pin; it", the check-pawl spring; 
on, the feed-wheel pin or journal; n', the set 

sion, A, having at its outer end a slot, a”. 
The shank B and collar B may be made of 

cast-steel or other suitable material, and may 
be formed of separate pieces or of a single 
piece, the end of the shank having a plate or 
flange, b, secured thereto or formed thereon, 
so as to leave a space, b', between it and the 
collar B, and the collar having a suitable open 
ing to receive the needle-bar, to which it is 
attached by means of a set-screw, c', or in some 
other Suitable manner. 
The needle-clamp is located on the shank B, 

and is formed in two sections or parts, one of 
which, C, has a suitable opening to receive 
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the shank of the needle C", which is held there 
in by means of a set-screw, as usual, and the 
other portion, C, is provided at or near its 
center with a vertical flange or guide, c, as 
shown in Figs. 10, 11, and 12. The sections 
or parts C C of this needle-clamp are secured 
together by means of screws or otherwise, and 
their adjacent faces are provided with open 
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ings, which form an elongated slot to receive 
the shank B and allow the clamp to recipro 
cate on such shank. (See Fig. 12.) In use 
the head or collar B is attached to the needle 
bar, suspending the needle and holding it in 
position to pass through the opening in the 
bed-plate of the machine, as usual, the open 
ing for the passage of the needle being in the 
form of an elongated slot to allow the needle 
to pass in the different positions in which it 
stands by the throw of the clamp. 
The vibrating switch or cam D is formed 

from a piece of steel or other suitable material, 
and has on its acting face a triangular or sharp 
V-shaped portion, d, by means of which the 
am is turned or swung on its pivot to occupy 
different vertical planes through the action of 
the flange or guide c. This cam D is provided 
with an opening, d", to receive a pin or pivot, 
h", by means of which it is journaled or piv 
oted so as to swing or turn freely. This calm 
D is located on the inner face of the standard 
or post A', and, as shown, the body or stem h 
of its journal or pivot h"passes through the 
elongated slot in the lower end of the stand 
ard or post A', and is screw-threaded to re 
ceive a nut, by means of which it is clamped 
and held firmly in position, and, as shown, a 
collar, h", and a washer, h", are provided, the 
collar forming a base against which the face of 
the cambears, and the washer being for the 
purpose of taking up the space between the 
collar and the face of the arm A', so as to bring 
the cam in proper relation with the flange or 
guide c, and the cam can be adjusted trans 
versely to have its inclined or acting portion 
d properly centered to coact with the guide or 
flange c through the elongated slot which re 
ceives the stem h. 
The washer his not necessary, as the collar 

can be made of sufficient width to bring the 
cam in position. This cam D is pivoted mid 
way of its ends, and is so located and arranged 
in relation to the rib or flange c on the needle 
clamp as that such rib or guide will pass al 
ternately on opposite sides of the acting por 
tion d, such movement being produced by the 
action of the rib or guide itself, which, in its 
upward movement, strikes on one of the in 
clined faces of d and carries the cam over, and 
at the same time the action of the inclined 
face and the guide c will carry the clamp also 
over, so that on the descent of the needle the 
guide will pass downward without disturbing 
the cam, but on the upstroke will engage the 
opposite inclined face of d and throw the cam 
in the opposite direction, and with it the nee 
dle-clamp, which movements will continue 

the flange or rib c in the ascending and de 

thereby giving the needle a reciprocating 
movement, which movement casts the thread 
to overwork the edge of the button-hole. 

In the upper end of the cam I) is suitably 
journaled or pivoted an anti-friction roller or 
wheel, d, against the face of which the end of 
the spring-arm g of the spring G bears, which 
spring Gis located on a pin or stud, F, hav 
ing a square-shouldered portion, f, which en 
ters the slot ( in the arm A', and the stud Ol' 
pin F is locked and held in adjustment by 
means of a set nut, or head, F, the neck or 
lower end of the pin being screw-threaded to 
receive the nut or head. I have just stated 
that the neck or lower end of this pin passes 
through the slot (r, that is formed in the bar 
A", and that on said end of the pin is fitted a 
nut, F. Now, it will be evident that by means 
of this arrangement of parts the nut can be 
loosened and the pin moved along the slot, and 
the nut then tightened up against the bar A. 
By this means the pin can be adjusted and 
held in position as required. 
The body or coiled portion of of the spring 

is located on the stud or pin F, and is pre 
vented from turning by having its end inserted 
in a slot or opening, f, in the pin, or in any 
other suitable mannel'. 
The object of the spling G is to prevent the 

cam D, through the spling action of the arm (1, 
from becoming centered and remaining on its 
center after the passage of the rib or guide c, 
the end of the spring - arm of being so ar 
ranged and bearing in such manner as to throw 
the cam over after it has passed the center; 
and in order to insure this result the pin F is 
made adjustable, so that by moving it in or out 
the end of the army can be made to bear prop 
erly on the anti-friction roller d to keep the 
can off its center. By pivoting the calm be 
tween its ends it will be seen that when turned 
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in either direction, so as to be off its center, it . 
will be reversed accordingly, by which means 

scending movements of the needle-bar throws 
the calm off from its center. 
The swing of the vibrating cann G is limited 

by a stop, e, formed by the end of the bent or 

O 

curved portion of the piece E, the body of . 
which is provided with a slot, e', (shown in 
Fig. 7,) to receive the shank or stem h of the 
cam pivot or journal, by means of which the 
piece E is attached to the lower end of the post 
or standard A', the slot e being for the pur 
pose of adjusting the stop or end e in proper 
relation to the cam D for the length of swing. 
This piece E has a screw-threaded opening, e", 
for the passage of the set-screw i', which open 
ing is so located as to bring the end of the set 
screw inline with the feed-level. Other forms 
of stops than that shown can be used to limit 
the throw of the vibrating cam. 
The spring H may be made of coiled wire or 

other suitable material, and its upper end is 
hooked or otherwise attached to the post or 
standard A", and its lower end is hooked or 

with each alternate stroke of the needle-bar, otherwise attached to a short arm or side piece, 
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I, of the feed-lever, and this spring is for the 
purpose of returning the lever on the descent 
of the needle-bar and bringing it in position to 
be again acted on at the ascent of such bar. 
The feed-lever is formed of two arms or por 

tions, II, standing at an angle to each other, 
and pivoted at or near the center of their 
juncture by a pin or screw, i', to the face of 
the post or standard A, the arm I", to which 

Io the spring H is connected, extending beyond 
the pivot a sufficient distance for the spring to 
act and to return the lever. The arm or por 
tion I of this lever extends downward, and its 
lower end, i, is made smaller than the other 
part and enter's a slot, J", in the end of the 
pawl-lever J. The other arm, I', extends out 
horizontally, and is located and arranged so as 
to come in contact or be engaged by the collar 
B, which has a groove or opening, in which the 
arm rests to prevent it from slipping while be 
ing raised by the action of the needle-bar. 
The feed-lever J is formed as shown in Fig. 

3, and its body or main portion is provided 
with a slot, J', to receive the end i of the feed 
lever, and its secondary portion J' projects be 
yond the periphery of the feed-wheel, and has 
attached thereto a feed-pawl, j, which pawl 
has its acting face formed on a curve corre 
sponding to the circle of the feed-wheel, and 
provided with serrations or grooves to engage 
the serrations or grooves on the periphery of 
the feed-wheel. This pawl j is pivoted to a 
pin or pivot, j', depending from the end J', and 
located at the proper point to bring the pawl 
in position for work, and the pawl is held on 
its pivot by a spring, j', one end of which is 
connected with the pivot, and the other end is 
made to engage with the pawl and force its 
acting face against the periphery of the wheel 
K in such mannel as to cause the pawl to act 
with the forward movement of the lever and 
be non-acting on the return movement, so that 
with each forward movement of the lever the 
wheel K will be advanced a distance colle 
sponding to the throw of the lever, which dis 
tance coincides with the feed of the machine 
in making the stitch. 
The wheel K has at its celnter and extend 

ing upward a journal or pivot, m, and its pe 
riphery is serrated or notched to form a rough 
surface. At the center of this wheel, on its 
under side, and formed thereon or suitably se 
cured thereto, is a pinion, l, from the center 
of which extends down a stud or pin, k". This 
wheel is supported by a head or support, M, 
having an opening for the passage of the press 
er-foot bar, to which bar it is attached, as 
shown, so as to be rigid, by a pim, m', which 
passes through the head and the needle-bar, 
as shown in Fig. 4. The journal or pin for the 
wheel K is held in position, as shown, so as to 
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revolve by means of a set-screw, m', the end of 
which enters a groove formed in the journal or 
pivot m, and the shank or body of which passes 
through a screw - threaded opening formed 
therefor in the head M. This pin, journal, or 
pivot m also forms a pivot for the lever J, 
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which level is located above the Wheel X and 
between it and the face of an arm, L, and the 
head M, the lever J being curved or bent so 
as to bring the body or main portion in proper 
relation with the feed-lever and its end Jiu 
proper position for the pawl j to act on the 
periphery of the wheel. 
The arm or plate L. may be formed with the 

head M, or may be an independent piece firmly 
secured thereto. This arm extends out from 
the head, and to its outer end is secured a 
pawl, l, pivoted onto a pin or pivot, l', and 
held in position by a spring, l'. This pawll 
and its pivot land spring l'are similar in con 
struction and arrangement to the pawlj, its 
pivot j', and spring j', and is for the purpose 
of acting as a check to prevent the wheel K 
from being returned on the return movement 
of the lever J, which might happen in some 
cases if this check-pawl were not provided. 
The base-plate N, transverse reciprocating 

plate O, and horizontal reciprocating plate P 
may each be made of sheet-steel or other suit 
able material which can be cut or formed into 
the desired shape. The base-plate N is to have 
a body or main portion of sufficient dimen 
sions to furnish a support for the transverse 
reciprocating plate O, and is to be so formed 
as to be attached to the bed-plate of the ma 
chine by set-screws or otherwise, so as to be 
held firmly. On the upper face of the body 
of this plate N are located guides or ears in n', 
the guides in being stationary and secured in 
place by rivets or otherwise, and the guides 
n' being removable and being held in place by 
means of a jam or set nut, n”, which screws 
onto the end of the studn', on which the guides 
are located, the studs being secured to the plate 
N. These guides or ears n n are located on 
the plate N, so as to form clamps to hold the 
plate O in position and allow it to recipro 
cate transversely of the machine, the edges of 
the plate O coming beneath the edges of the 
guides or ears in m'. a 
As shown, the plate N has two arms or ex 

tensions, each provided with an opening for 
the passage of a set-screw, by means of which 
the plate is attached to the bed-plate of the 
form of sewing-machine shown. 
The plate O has a main body of sufficient 

dimensions to furnish a support for the plate 
P, with end extensions, O', which come beneath 
and between the ears in n', the body of the 
plate being shorter longitudinally than the 
distance between the ears, so as to permit of 
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the movement of the plate O. In the upper 
face of this plate O are ears 0 o', similar in 
construction and arrangement to the ears n ', 
the ears 0 being stationary and the ears o' re 

by a jam or set nut, o'. 
movable, and held in place on their studs o' 

- These ears or guides 
o o' are located at the proper distance apart 
for the plate P, so that the edge of the plate 
will come beneath the edge of the ears or 
guides and be held in place, so as to be free 
to reciprocate longitudinally of the machine. 
The plate P has its rear portion correspond 
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ing in width to the width of the plates be 
tween the ears 0 o', and its front portion, as 
shown, is somewhat wider and extends for 
ward of the plate N, and its forward end is 
provided with a longitudinal slot in line with 
the needle when the plates are in position on 
the machine. - - 

The plate Q may be made of spring-steel or 
other suitable material, and is attached at its 
rear end, by a set-screw, q, or otherwise, to 
the rear end of the plate P, and its front end 
is provided with an elongated slot, q', corre 
sponding and coinciding with the slot in the 
plate P, and extending down through this slot 
are the serrated edges' of the secondary plates 
Q, which plates are attached, one on each side of 
the slot, in any suitable manner, to the face of 
the plate Q. This plate Q, with the secondary 
plates Q and their serrated edges q', furnishes 
a means for clamping and securely holding the 
cloth with the button-hole slit in line with the 
center of the elongated slot q', the teeth or ser 
rations, when the plate Q is forced down, en 
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tering the material and catching and holding 
it in a firm manner. The plate Q is returned 
by its own elasticity, and is forced or held 
down by the lever RR, which lever is pivoted 
by means of a pin or pivot, ', to a post or up 
right, R', attached to the plate P and extend 
ing up through a suitable opening above the 
plate Q. The head R of this lever has a face, 
r, against which the plate Q strikes when raised, 
and this head R has an arm or extension, ', 
having an inclined face, which, when the arm R 
of the lever is raised, comes in contact with 
the plate Q and forces such plate down and 
holds it when down, and at the same time fur 
nishes the means for forcing the serrations or 
teeth q' into the material. 
The head or support for the rack has its in 

ner portion, S, secured in any suitable man 
ner to the face of the plate P, and its outer 
portion, S, stands on a higher plane than the 
inner portion, and furnishes the support proper & Wilson No. 
for the rack. This outer portion is provided 
with a vertical slit, s, extending from its outer 
end inward, in which slit is located and secured 
a plate, U, formed as shown in Fig. 24, hav 
ing its two sides, it and at', of different lengths, 
and these sides form a guide, against which the 
pin l', bears to hold the pinion k in mesh with 
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the rack. A number of these plates are to be 
provided, having sides or edges at it of vary 
ing lengths, so as to furnish a guide for the pin 
corresponding in length to the length of the 
button-hole slit, and these plates are remov 
ably secured in the slots, so that one can be 
taken out and otherinserted of a proper length 
of guide for the button-hole slit. 
On the upper face of the portion S are se 

cured in any suitable manner the side racks, 
T, the cogs or leavest of which correspond 
with the leaves of the pinion k, so as to mesh 
therewith, the racks being located so as to 
leave a space between them of greater width 
than the diameter of the pinion k, so that the 
pinion will be engaged with but, one side rack 

movement of the 

at the same time. At each end of these side, 
racks, T, are located end racks, one of which 
T", is formed by cogs or leaves t" on the end 
of a plate, which plate is suitably secured, so 
as to be stationary, to the face of the bar S, 
and the other, T', is formed by cogs or leavest 
on the end of a plate or bar, which bar is pro 
vided with an elongated slot, p, for the passage 
of a set-screw, p', by means of which the plate 
is attached to the bar S. This plate or rack 
T is adjustable through the slot p, so that the 
cogs or leavest can be advanced or receded 
to give the pinion a length of travel corre 
sponding to the length of the button-hole slit. 
The pinion k travels down on one of the side 
racks, thence across an end rack, back and up 
the other side rack, and across the other end 
rack to the starting-point, or vice versa; and 
no matter at what point on the rack the pin 
ion may start, it will have the proper travel 
around the racks to give the required move 
ment for working the button-hole slit, the 
movement of the pinion on the side racks 
giving a longitudinal travel to the material 
through the longitudinal reciprocating move 
ment of the plate P, and the travel of the pin 
ion across the end racks giving a transverse 
travel to the material at the end of the button 
hole slit through the transverse reciprocating 

plate O. The pinion k is 
rotated from the feed-wheel K through the 
pawl-lever J and the feed-lever II, and this 
rotation of the pinion, through its engagement 
with the side racks, T, imparts a reciprocating 
movement to the plate P, to which the racks 
are attached, through the bar or support SS, 
and the rotation of the pinionin passing acroSS 
the end racks gives a transverse reciprocating 
movement to the plate O through the connec 
tion of the plate P therewith. v 
The parts represented by the letters V,V, 

V", W, X, X, Y, Y', and Z are of the usual 
forms of construction, as shown, of a Wheeler 

7 sewing-machine; but these. 
parts may be of any of the usual and Well 
known forms of construction and altrangelinent 
in other machines, the head Albeing formed to 
adapt it to be attached to the head of the ma 
chine with which it is to be used. 

In operation the cloth is inserted between 
the plates P and Q, at the outer end thereof, 
with the button-hole longitudinally in line 
with the center of the slot q in the plate 
Q, and the slot in the plate P, which slots are 
in line with the needle-opening in the bed 
of the machine and with the movement of 
the needle. The plate Q is then forced down 
by raising the arm R of the level, forcing 
the serrations or teeth of into the material 
on each side of the slit. The machine is then 
started, and at each descent of the needle-bal 
the stitch will be made, as usual. As the nee 
dile-bar descends the material Will remain sta 
tionary, the several devices being non-acting; 
but on the ascent of the needle-bar the mate 
rial will be advanced the required length of 
feed for the stitch, the several devices coact 
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ing to produce this result. As the needle-bar 
descends the arm I of the feed-lever is thrown 
down by the action of the spring H, throwing 
the arm I outward, and with it the lever J, 
but imparting no movement to the feed-wheel 
K, the pawl i simply sliding on the periphery 
of the wheel in this movement, and the wheel 
being held stationary by the check-pawl l, as 
before described, causing no movement of the 
plates OP, and in this descending movement 
the guide or rib e will pass down one of the 
inclined faces of d until it leaves the end of 
the cam, when the action of the spring-arm of 
will throw the cam over and bring the oppo 
site inclined face of d in position to be en 
gaged by the face or side of c on the ascent of 
the needle-bar, and on such ascent the engage 
ment of c. With Such inclined face will crowd 
or force the needle-clamp over the limit of its 
movement, and on the next descent of the nee 
dle-bar the rib or flange e will pass down the 
incline of d with which it was engaged on its 
ascent until it passes the end of the cam D, 
when the spring or spring-arm of will act to 
throw the cam into position for the rib or 
flange c to engage the other or opposite face 
of d on the ascent of the needle-bar, which en 
gagement will throw or force the needle-clamp 
back or in the opposite direction, and this al 
ternate engaging of the rib or flange c with the 
opposite faces of d will continue While the ma 
chine is operated, such engagement giving the 
needle-clamp a reciprocating movement to 
throw or cast, the thread and ovelwork the 
button-hole. On each ascent of the needle-bar 
the arm. I will be engaged by the head or collar 
B, and be raised thereby, carrying the arm Iin 
Ward, and with it the lever J, causing the pawl 
j On the end f' of such lever to impinge on the 
periphery of the wheel Kand rotate such wheel 
in a forward direction, and this rotation of 
the Wheel K will, through the pinion l; and its 
engagement with the cogs or leaves of the 
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lack TTT', move the plates O and P, as be 
fore described, and such movements will con 
tinue until the entire length of the button-hole 
slit has been worked. The length of longi 
tudinal movement of the lack is determined 
by the length of guide on the plate U, such 
guide holding the pinion, through the pink', 
in engagement with the cogs or leavest until 
the end of the guide is reached, when the pin 
ion I passes across the end rack and onto the 
opposite side rack, with which it is held in en 
gagement by the engagement With the opposite 
face of the guide. When the entire length of 
the button-hole slit has been traversed, the ma 
chine is to be stopped, the arm R of the lever 
thrown down, releasing the material from the 
holding-plate Q, and allowing it to be with 
drawn and again inserted in a position for the 
next button-hole slit, when the operation just 
described is repeated. 
The length of stroke of the feed-level is con 

trolled by the set-screw i', the end of which 
can be made to operate farther in and out, and 
thereby limit the swing of the feed-lever. 

What I claim as new, and desire to secure 
by Letters Patent, is 

1. The sliding clamp C C, carrying the nee 
dle, and provided with a rib or flange, c, and 
supported on a shank, B, attached to the nee 
dle-bar, in combination with the vibrating 
cam D, pivoted midway of its ends and there 
by balanced, and having a V-shaped acting 
portion, d, the pivot upon which said cam ID 
turns being Supported in the lower end of the 
standard A, and the said cam being also lo 
cated relatively to the flange c, so that during 
operation said flange will pass alternately on 
opposite sides of the acting portion d, where 
by the movements of the cam are produced 
by the direct action of the flange upon its act 
ing portion, substantially as and for the pur 
poses specified. 

2. The sliding needle-clamp C C, carrying 
a needle, and provided with a rib or flange, c, 
and supported by a shank, B, attached to the 
needle-bar, in combination with the balanced 
vibrating cana D, having an acting portion, 
d, Spring or Spring-arm g, and head Ol' Support 
A, constructed as described, and carrying the 
cam and feeding device, said cam being piv 
oted midway of its ends, and being turned by 
the action of the flauge c on opposite sides of 
its acting portion d, substantially as and for 
the purposes specified. 

3. The sliding needle-clamp C C, carrying 
the needle, and provided with a flange or rib, 
o, and supported by a shank, B, attached to 
the needle-bar, in combination with the vi. 
brating cam D, having an acting portion, d. 
and provided with an anti-friction roller, d", 
spring or spling-arm (, and adjustable pin F, 
for keeping the Spring Or Spiring-arm in proper 
relation to prevent the can from centering, 
substantially as and for the purpose specified. 

4. The sliding needle-clamp C C, provided 
with a flange or rib, c, and supported by a 
shank, B, attached to the needle-bar, in com 
bination with a vibrating cam, l), having an 
acting portion, d, and provided with an anti 
fiction roller, d, spring or spring-arm (, ad 
justable pin F, and head or support A, carry 
ing the cam and the feed-operating devices, 
Substantially as and for the purposes specified. 

5. The sliding needle-clamp C C, provided 
With a flange or lib, c, and supported by a 
shank, B, attached to the needle-bar, in com 
bination with the vibrating cam D, having an 
acting portion, d, stop e, adjustable plate E, 
and head or support A, substantially as and 
for the purposes specified. 

6. Thesliding needle-clamp C C, provided 
With a flange or rib, c, and supported by a 
Shank, B, attached to the needle-bar, in com 
bination with a vibrating calm, D, having an 
acting portion, d, adjustable stop Ee, spring 
or spring-arm (), anti-fliction roller d, adjusta 
ble pin F, and head or support A, substan 
tially as and for the purposes specified. 

7. The combination of the vibratory two 
armed feed-lever II, operated from the nee 
dle-bar, and the return-spring H, with the 
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pawl-lever J J', formed with a slot receiving the 
one arm of the feed-lever, the feed-pawl i, piv 
oted to the said pawl-lever, and the serrated 
feed-wheel K, for imparting an intermittent 
rotary movement to the feed-pinion it, said 
members being organized substantially as and 
for the purposes specified. 

8. The feed-lever II, operated from the nee 
dle-bar, pawl-lever J J', carrying the feed 
pawli, arm or plate L, carrying the check 
pawll, and head or block M, in combination 
with the feed-wheel K, provided with serra 
tions on its periphery, and having a journal 
or pivot, In, Substantially as and for the pur 
poses specified. 

9. A head or block, M, adapted to be at 
tached to the presser-foot bar, in combination 
with a pivot or journal, n, of the feed-wheel 
K, the plate or arm L, carrying a check-pawl, 
the pawl-lever J J', carrying a feed-pawl, and 
a mechanism for operating the said pawl-lever, 
substantially as specified. 

10. A feed-wheel, K, provided at its center 
with a pinion, k, and guide-pink, pawl-lever 
J J', carrying a feed-pawl, and a mechanism 
for operating the pawl-lever from the needle 
bar, in combination with the rack TTT', arm 
or support SS, and longitudinal reciprocat 
ing plate P, and transverse reciprocating plate 
O, for imparting movement to the plates from 
the movement of the needle-bar, substantially 
as and for the purposes specified. 

11. The feed-wheel K, having at its center a 
pinion, k, and a guide-pin, k, operated by suit 
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able devices in a forward direction only from 
the needle-bar, in combination with the rack 
T TT", guide-plate U, having edges at u?, arm. 
or support SS, and plates OP, for giving the 
plates a longitudinal and transverse recipro 
cating movement and limiting the travel of 
the pinion on the rack, substantially as and 
for the purposes specified. 

12. The cloth holding and moving devices, 
consisting of a base-plate, N, transverse recip 
rocating plate O, supported and guided on 
said base-plate, the longitudinal reciprocating 
plate P, supported and guided on plate O, the 
spring clamping-plate Q, and clamping-lever 
R. R", in combination with the arm or support 
SS, carrying a rack, TTT', and a driving 
pimion and wheel operated from the needle 
bar for giving the material the required line 
Of travel to work the button-hole slit, Sub 
stantially as specified. 

13. The feed-lever II, operated from the 
needle-bar, pawl-lever JJ", carrying the feed 
pawl i, arm or plate L, carrying the check 
pawll, feed-wheel K, having its periphery pro 
vided with serrations, and having at its center 
a pinion, k, and guide-pink, pivot or journal 
m, and head or block M, adapted to be at 
tached to the presser-foot bar, in combination 
with the support or arm S. S. rack TTT', 
guide-plate U, longitudinal reciprocating plate 

P, and transverse reciprocating plate O, base 
plate N, and clamp-plate Q, for holding the 
material and giving it the properline of travel 
for working a button-hole, substantially as 
specified. 

14. In a button-hole attachment for sewing 
machines, consisting of a base-plate, a trans 
verse reciprocating plate, a longitudinal re 
ciprocating plate, and a clamping-plate for 
holding the material, and an arm or support 
carrying a rack operated by a driving-pinion 
from a feed-wheel having an intermittent ro 
tary motion in a forward direction only from 
the machine, a guide-plate, U, having sides or 
edges of varying lengths for limiting the length 
of travel of the longitudinal plate to coincide 
with the length of button-hole, substantially 
as specified. 

15. Thesliding needle-clamp CC, carrying a 
needle, and provided with a rib or flange, c, 
and supported by a shank, B, and socket B 
from the needle-bar, vibrating cam D, having 
an acting portion, d, anti-friction roller d", 
Spring or Spring-arm (, stop e, and head or 
support A, in combination with the spring H, 
feed-lever II, pawl-lever JJ", carrying a feed 
pawl, j, feed-wheel K, head or support M, arm 
or support SS, rack TTT', and plates OP Q, 
substantially as and for the purpose specified. 

16. The sliding needle-clamp C C, carrying 
a needle, and provided with a rib of flange, c, 
and supported by a shank, B, and socket B 
from the needle, vibrating cam D, having an 
acting portion, d, anti-friction roller d, spring 
or spring-arm g, adjustable pin or stud F, ad 
justable stop E e, set-screw i", and head or 
Support A, in combination with the spring H, 
feed-lever II", pawl-lever J J', carrying a 
pawl i, arm or plate L, carrying the pawl l, 
feed-wheel K, provided with a pinion, k, and 
guide-pink, head M, alm or support SS, lack 
TTT', guide-plate U, and plates OPQ, sub 
stantially as and for the purpose specified. 

17. The sliding needle-clamp C C carrying 
the needle, and provided with a rib or flange, 
o, and supported by the shank B and socket 
is from the needle-bar, in combination with 
the vibrating can ID, having an acting por 
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tion, d, anti-fiction roller d, spring or spring- . 
arm (, adjustable pin or stud F, adjustable 
stop E e, set-screw i', and head or support A, 
in combination with the feed-lever II, pawl 
lever J J', carrying the pawli, feed-wheel K, 
provided with a pinion, k, and guide-pin l', 
arm or plate L, carrying the pawll, head or . 
block M, base-plate N, and plates O P Q, 
lever R. R', arm or support SS, lack TTT', 
and guide-plate U, substantially as and for the 
purposes specified. 

JOHN W. BLOOGETT. 

Witnesses: 
ALBERT H. ADAMS, 
EDGAR. T. BOND. 
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